This paper details the Turbulent Flows that Affected with Buoyancy and the calculating of the heat transfer relevant to nuclear reactor in vertical pipe, the main topic when buoyancy effects play a significant role. Implementation of the analytical wall functions is used in when the aim is to reduce the computational cost, since conventional wall functions based on prescribed velocity and temperature profiles failed to predict heat transfer accurately in other than a simple shear at high Reynolds numbers. Thus, this work mainly concerns studying the effect of the buoyancy on heat transfer and turbulent flow applying the analytical wall function since it is based on the analytical solution of simplified Reynolds equations and using a new scaling function, which is used to modify the cell averaged dissipation rate. The approach gives results close to those obtained using AWF with scaling function introduced by Gerasimov. The benefit of using the Analytical wall function is that computational cost are more accurate than conventional wall functions. Many improvements added to the approach during its development have been employed in the present work. It has been successfully applied in natural, mixed and mixed convection flows for four different flow geometries.
Introduction
Turbulent mixed convection in a vertical pipe is a type of heat transfer which is encountered in many different engineering applications. An obvious example is the cooling of nuclear reactors, where the influence of buoyancy on performance of heat transfer can be a matter of vital importance. In the earliest studies of convective heat transport rates, the focus was separately on natural and forced convection, and mixed convection studies were ignored. Natural convection flow in vertical channels has been the subject of numerous engineering applications such as heat exchangers, natural circulation boilers, nuclear reactors, solar heating systems, dry cooling towers, and cooling of electronic equipment. The motion in natural convection is due to the variation of gravitational force, associated with density variations. The main difference between natural and forced convection lies in the mechanism by which flow is generated. In forced convection, the externally imposed flow is generally known, whereas in natural convection it results from an interaction of the density difference with the gravitational field and is therefore certainly related to, and dependent on, the temperature or concentration fields.
relative to the forced element. The buoyancy can either enhance or impair the turbulent heat transfer; a description of this will be given in the next paragraph.
Buoyancy forces arise as a result of variation of density in a fluid subject to gravity, and produce a wide range of phenomena of importance in many branches of fluid mechanics. The buoyancy influence in convection has received considerable attention from researchers. An early report was by Hall and Jackson [15] , who found that the buoyancy forces play a vital role in modifying the shear stress and the turbulence production within the flow. The general conclusions from these researches are that when the free and forced convection influences are in opposition (heated downward flow or cooled upward flow) the heat transfer rate is worsened, whereas when they are in the same direction, (heated upward or cooled downward) the heat transfer rate is improved. The fluid in the vicinity of the wall receives a buoyant up thrust, which leads to the distortion of the mean velocity profile. Such a distortion of the mean velocity, in turn, affects the distribution of the turbulent shear stress. The presence of a thin layer with low density tends to decreases the shear stress and hence the turbulent energy is generated. This reduction in turbulence production rate decreases the turbulent diffusivity and thus reduces the heat-transfer rate.
Over the past four decades there has been increases interest in buoyancy-induced flows and the associated heat transfer rates, because of the importance of these flows in many different areas, such as cooling of electronic equipment, pollution, materials processing, energy systems, and safety in thermal processes. Many references, reviews, and conference proceedings may be consulted for detailed presentations on this subject. For example, Jaluria [16], and Gebhart [17] .
Understanding the influence of buoyancy in laminar flows is not particularly difficult, whereas in turbulent mixed convection the case is complicated and difficult to predict. In the buoyancy-aided case, such as upward flow in a heated tube, the fluid near the surface moves faster with the onset of buoyancy influences. Thus, advection (the process by which thermal energy is either accumulated or released by a moving fluid as its temperature changes), is increased. Despite this, the effectiveness of heat transfer is reduced. This process can be explained by the fact that the shear stress in the layer of buoyant fluid near the surface is reduced, turbulence production is impaired and the diffusion of heat by turbulence is thus adversely affected ,Hall and Jackson [18] . The force due to buoyancy acting on the fluid in that layer helps to overcome the downward shear force exerted on it by the wall. And hence, the shear stress applied to the near wall layer in the upward direction by the adjacent fluid is lower than it otherwise would be. With an increase of buoyancy influence to a level where the shear stress is decreased to such a stage that, suddenly reduced to zero in the vicinity of the wall; it becomes sufficiently negative further out for turbulence production to occur the effectiveness heat transfer is improved.
There are many practical applications where the buoyancy force is in a direction opposite to that of the flow. An example is in an enclosure fire; when the fire plume hits the ceiling, it spreads out over the ceiling and at the end turns downward at the corners. In a simple buoyancy-opposed case, downward flow in a heated tube, the motion of the fluid near the surface is restrained when the advection is reduced. The objective of the present work would be to apply one of wall functions approaches to flows relevant to cooling applications
The governing equations
The governing equations are the continuity equation, the momentum equation and the energy equation as below:
The momentum equation:
The energy equation:
Eddy-viscosity K-ε turbulence model

High-Reynolds-Number Model
In this work the two-equation K-ε eddy-viscosity model has been used. In this type of model, one solves transport equations for the turbulent kinetic energy, k, and the dissipation rate of the turbulent kinetic energy, ε. These turbulence properties are used to calculate the turbulent viscosity, t  which is necessary to close the set of equations given below.
The k equation:
The ε equation:
The turbulent production due to the mean strain is
The constants of the standard high-Reynolds-number K-ε model are:
There is an additional contribution to the generation rate of turbulence k G when buoyancy has an effect in the flow, which can be expressed as:
The general form for the transport equation in the average Reynolds stress may be obtained from the following expression:
where:
µ is the thermal diffusivity of the fluid.
Γ is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid. 
Results and Discussions
The case studied is illustrated in Figure 1 . It is buoyancy aided flow in a vertical pipe. A uniform external heat flux is applied on a section of the pipe, and simulations have been carried out for three different values (0.0156, 0.1124 and 0.56) of the buoyancy parameter Bo, which is defined as: The scaling function introduced by Gulguzel has been tested in the present work using the AWF. The results obtained are presented in this section, where a comparison will be introduced between the Gerasimov's  F and Gulguzel's  F for flows with different buoyancy parameters using air as a fluid.
First simulation was to validate the result using Gerasimov's  F , and also for  F =1 as shown in Figure 2 , the graph shows the variation of Nu number along the normalised distance just when the external heating starts Figure 3 shows the prediction of variation of Nusselt number against the normalised distance using different scaling functions, Gerasimov scaling function has proved its good agreement to the experimental results unlike Gulguzel's scaling function where the level of Nu was below the expected, this is due to the effect of the relatively high buoyant parameter for this case (Bo=0.56) with respect to other cases, which explains that the heat transfer rate is enhanced when the buoyancy is aided the flow, the prediction shows the peak value for Nu was the same for both scaling functions. Another case has been studied in the present work, for Bo= 0.1124 as shown in Figure 3 , the prediction for the Nu variation shows the good agreement between Gulguzel scaling function and Gerasimov scaling function, the result was close to the experimental data obtained from Li, where the level of Nu using Gulguzel scaling function was relatively higher than Gerasimov's starting from x/d=90, a peak value for Nu using Gulguzel's is also observed, but in general it was in acceptable range. However, when the buoyancy parameter becomes much smaller (Bo=0.0156), i.e. the effect of the buoyancy is less than the inertia force, both employed scaling functions gives a similar behaviour, since the variations of Nu was the same along the distance, as shown in Figure 5 , unfortunately there is no available experimental data for a such case, the present case emphasize the successful of employing the new scaling function in this type of flow,. It is obvious that from Figure  3 the AWF predictions are less encouragement for higher Buoyancy parameter.
In order to judge the performance of the new scaling function and the related effect of the buoyancy, a simulation has been carried out for AWF using both scaling functions implying the effect of the buoyancy, as seen from Figure 6 the excluding of the effect of buoyancy return a higher level of Nu, whereas with buoyant flow using Gulguzel's scaling function, the prediction of Nu was lower, the better result was when using Gerasimov's scaling function, even when  F was set to 1, the level of Nu is still higher than the level obtained using Gerasimov's scaling function. However, the Gerasimov' scaling function is performing well in this type of flow, the intension was to observe the effect of buoyancy on this scaling function, in order to get this, the graph shown in Figure 6 is obtained after running for different cases for the buoyancy. It is obvious that the buoyancy play a role in modifying  F , since as the buoyancy parameter increases,  F oscillates rapidly along the pipe, the reverse is true, as Bo is much less,  F influence is relatively neglected. It is worth to mention that the influence of buoyancy is reflected on the convective term as well, as shown in Figure  7 , as buoyancy increases the convective term decreases largely, where the buoyancy is much less, the convective term tends to become relatively constant even after x/d=50 where the external heat flux starts. 
Conclusions
The present work has been focused on the study of the effect of buoyancy on heat transfer rates in buoyancy-aided vertical pipe. The AWF developed by Gerasimov based on the integration of the temperature and momentum equation across the near-wall layer, including the effect of convective transport, pressure gradient and buoyancy force in the integrated equations was earlier shown to capture the near wall behaviour of such flows reasonably well.
One of the features in the AWF is the scaling function  F which is used to modify the cell averaged dissipation rate.
The term is included to mimic the effect of the variation of viscous sublayer in accelerating or decelerating flow conditions.
The form of  F in the original AWF was formed by Gulguzel did not work well in separation flows and he developed an alternative, this alternative has been tested in the buoyancy-aided flows.
Implying the scaling function in the AWF results were very close to the experimental data, even when applying the Gulguzel scaling function. This outcome shows that the scaling function by Gulguzel which perform well in the separation flows are also applicable in the present work type of flows. It is worth noting that most of the development of the wall functions has been carried out on forced and mixed convection flows in pipes. One of the main features of the analytical wall function is its ability to predict accurately the heat transfer in Air flows, whereas the water flows has not been tested in the present work.
At low and moderates Bo parameter it gave reasonable results, fairly close to those with Gerasimov's original function, however at the highest Bo studied, the modified form gives too large reduction in Nu.
However, in the case when the effects of buoyancy are significant, the influence was clearly seen and the heat transfer rate is directly affected. The results obtained are emphases this argument, On the whole, the analytical wall function approach has achieved a vital increase of the range of near-wall turbulent flows that can be satisfactorily resolved with wall functions. This conclusion has supported by noting that other researchers have also successfully applied the scheme to a number of different flows.
In the present work the influence of the buoyancy has been studied in a vertical pipe, using AWF strategy, a still under development scaling function introduced by Gulguzel has been employed; this scaling function gave good agreement with Gerasimov's scaling function depending on the magnitude of the buoyancy parameter. Sine the Gerasimov's scaling function failed in other types of flow such as separation or reattachment flows; hence the Gulguzel's scaling function is to be assumed more generally applicable and can be widely used in the AWF. Bo=0.0156
Bo=0.1124
Bo=0.56
